
आRAMBH – Dramatic Society of MSIT 

आRAMBH- दौरएकनईसोचका 

Beginning their journey in year 2016, in an environment where societies and clubs promote 

coding culture and manufactured engineers it was felt that there is something needed to cater 

to the co-curricular and recreational needs of the students where they not just enjoy but also 

open up to new thoughts, environment and connect. And with this thought began an era of 

new ideology -आrambh, The Dramatics society of MSIT.  

आrambh brings together actors, dancers, writers, singers and even musicians to present a 

yearly production of self-written plays and nukkad nataks. Through our plays we hope to 

create awareness among college students as well as the public about social causes in an 

interactive and entertaining manner. Everyone has got some hidden talents, they just need the 

right mentoring to carve that out. With all the members helping each other to not just give in 

the best but be a shade better than the last performance we have been each others support 

system. Everyone here is an inevitable pillar of आrambh whose efforts have and will lead the 

family to new heights. 

The practice sessions held in the college bank ground and at times the District Park has 

bought the team fame as one of the most preferred society of MSIT. 

Certainly hard work never goes in vain.  Added to this our family has been a part of ample 

prestigious competitions and fests. In year 2019 we were selected to perform in a cluster of 

villages under the scheme Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan. Our team's efforts were not only 

appreciated by the teachers but had an overwhelming response from the villages where we 

gave our performances and left the people spellbound. 

With your endless support and love we hope to expand our family and enlighten people. 

आRAMBH –

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Xsw5dmFBRyKB7hjZWlL5jlofYCG2XwYt?usp=sh

aring 
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